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Imagine an arbitrary astrophysical source of radioactive isotopes:

Production value, observed value, elapsed time:
If you know two, you may draw conclusions about the third!
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Production value, observed value, elapsed time:
If you know two, you may draw conclusions about the third!
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Imagine an arbitrary astrophysical source of radioactive isotopes:



If you build the ratio of a combination of two great, special isotopes...
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Produced exclusively by 
the r-process...
...and have very similar 
half-lives...



If you build the ratio of a combination of two great, special isotopes...

You’ll end up with a LINE!
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If you build the ratio of a combination of two great, special isotopes...
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If you build the ratio of a combination of two great, special isotopes...
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...allowing you to directly probe the yield ratios of the last r-process 
event!!!!!



Why does this work?
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Let’s look at the 
evolution before the 
formation of the Solar 
system.



Why does this work?
...because even if any other r-process sources have contributed to the ratio 

before,
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Why does this work?
...because even if any other r-process sources have contributed to the ratio 

before, their contribution is gone!
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...this enables us to precisely study the LAST r-process event that 
contributed to the Solar system!



If you look at the whole Galaxy, however,
And have variable delay times (NSMs)...
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If you look at the whole Galaxy, however,
And have variable delay times (NSMs)...

...this this tends to extend the steady-state value…
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...leading rather to a spectrum of abundances:
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...leading rather to a spectrum of abundances:
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...this is all still 1D!!!



Moving to 3D this gets even more complicated!

Source:
NSM

Source:
CCSN

Preliminary!!
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Source:
IMSs

- All follow the Galactic SFH
Yellow: median, grey scales: statistics



Moving to 3D this gets even more complicated!

Source:
NSM

Source:
CCSN

Preliminary!!

Wehmeyer+in prep.

Zoom in

Yellow: median, grey scales: statistics
Blue: Single sub-cell of the 3D simulation



Moving to 3D this gets even more complicated!

Remarks:
 Radioactive decay is visible in single cells (between nucl events)
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Moving to 3D this gets even more complicated!

Remarks:
 Radioactive decay is visible in single cells (between nucl events)
 This is often hidden behind the SN blast wave effect
 Pu-244 & Fe-60 always seem to appear simultaneously
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What happens if NSM ejecta get “bulldozed” 
by CCSN bubbles?
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What happens if NSM ejecta get “bulldozed” 
by CCSN bubbles?



Moving to 3D this gets even more complicated!

Remarks:
 Radioactive decay is visible in single cells (between nucl events)
 This is hidden behind the SN blast wave effect
 Pu-244 & Fe-60 always seem to appear simultaneously

Source:
NSM

Source:
CCSN

Preliminary!!



...confirms what is seen
in deep-sea sediments:
Fe-60 and Pu-244 seem to
arrive simultaneously on Earth!



Compare 3D model to deep-sea detection values

Fe-60, Pu-244 from Wallner+, Mn-53 from Korschinek+, time shifted 



One step further: implementing SLRs in
Kobayashi chemodynamical cosmological zoom-in SPH model



One step further: implementing SLRs in
Kobayashi chemodynamical cosmological zoom-in SPH model



One step further: implementing SLRs in
Kobayashi chemodynamical cosmological zoom-in SPH model

 Many features (DM, hydrodynamics, feedback) are included
 Know exactly where (spiral arms?) in the Galaxy and when which SLRs 

can be found

Very preliminary!!



We can use current Al-26 emission to pinpoint stellar activity!

...Slide stolen from R. Diehl, see many talks this workshop



It will provide us with an “emission map” of the Galaxy:
We can interpret it using Galaxy models!

Kretschmer+13



It will provide us with an “emission map” of the Galaxy:
We can interpret it using Galaxy models!



This might also help to find Galactic areas with habitable planets!



With radioactive isotopes also heating planetesimals

Lugaro, Ott, Kereszturi (2018)



Conclusions

 We can constrain the SLR abundances and uncertainties by using the 
timing information of the sources (δ, γ), and vice versa

 SLRs may give us information about the nucleosynthesis conditions of the 
last event before formation of the Solar system

 SLRs seem to arrive on Earth simultaneously
 This can be explained with the appropriate statistical tools
 Can be further constrained by more deep-sea sediment detections

 Al-26 maps can help us locate stellar activity
 This can be modeled with Galaxy evolution models  

 We can identify regions in the Galaxy with enhanced isotope abundances
 Might help to find areas with potentially habitable planets
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